
LETTERS YO THE EDITOR

measurement of 0', for polarized Co" nuclei' and the
numerous measurements of the longitudinal polariza-
tion of beta rays show that C'&, z= —C&, & and C'&, &

=Cy, ~. With these restrictions on the interaction coeK-
cients, the values of 0', and S show that the interaction
is predominantly V—A. The other interaction combina-
tions give greatly different values. Thus S+7 and V+2
give 8,=—1 and $=0, and 5—T gives 0', =0 but
S=—1. It must be borne in mind, of course, that the
limited accuracy of our data would not eriable one to
exclude small departures from assumptions (1) and (2)
nor even fairly large violations of (3).

Recent experiments with positron emission in A" and
E capture in Eu'" have also shown that the Fermi
interaction' is predominantly V and the Gamow-Teller
interaction" is predominantly A. These results are in
disagreement with the published analysis' of the He'
experiment which indicate the presence of T.

The U —A interaction is also in agreement with
several recent treatments of the theory of beta decay. '0
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served beta-decay constant can be understood. They
further remark that if the difference (at present small
experimentally) between the Fermi and Gamow-Teller
beta-decay couplings should turn out to be zero, then
B„j„=0would be required for similar reasons. It is not
known yet whether such a divergenceless axial vector
can be constructed, but some preliminary attempts have
been reported by Polkinghorne. '

This note is to remark that the relation B„j„~=0, if it
is true, has the additional consequence that s-+e+v is
forbidden. To see this, note that, if one neglects
electromagnetic interactions, the amplitude for this
decay must have the form

where
C(k') k„l„,

l„=ey„(1+ps) v,

and k„ is the pion momentum. Thus, kinematically, only
the component of the lepton current l„parallel to k„
contributes to the decay. But in the fundamental
interaction j„l„, this longitudinal component of /,
gives no contribution, because k„j„~=0. Thus the
amplitude itself must be zero.

The anomalous slowness of ~, decay could be thus
explained. But the problem then becomes to explain
why m„decay is seen. Obviously the muon would have
to be exempted from at least one of the postulates of the
Feynman —Gell-Mann scheme. Certainly the experi-
mental situation on muon capture is not yet such as to
prove much similarity to beta decay. Also, it is perhaps
an advance to have the point of difhculty shifted from
the electron to the (already mysterious) muon.

The author is indebted to T. W. B. Kibble and J. C.
Polkinghorne for discussions out of which this note
arose.
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ET us assume that the hypothesis of a universal
& (V,A) Fermi interaction, in the form suggested by

Feynman and Gell-Mann, ' will prove to be correct.
Then baryons (and perhaps mesons) are coupled to
electrons and neutrinos through a current, j„"+j„v,
consisting of equal amounts of vector and axial vector
parts. Feynman and Gell-Mann point out that if
B„j„~=O, then the close equality between the muon
decay coupling constant and the Fermi part of the ob-

HEN the Butler formalism' for the deuteron
stripping reaction is applied to a (d,p) reaction,

it predicts that the amplitude with which a given state
of the final nucleus is populated should be proportional
to the neutron reduced width y„' of that state with re-
spect to the ground state of the target nucleus. Utilizing
this feature of (d,p) reactions, we have undertaken a
study of average reduced neutron widths of bound
stat'es. This should be analogous to studies of the


